Solution structure of bacteriophage T4D and icosahedral capsid geometry visualized in freeze-fractured, deep-etched replicas.
The prolate icosahedral capsid geometry of wild type bacteriophage T4D has been determined by direct visualization of the triangular faces in stereoimages of transmission electron micrographs of phage particles. Bacteriophage T4 was prepared for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) following a protocol of freeze-fracturing, deep-etching (FDET) and replication by vertical deposition (80 degrees angle) of a thin platinum-carbon (Pt-C) metal layer of 1.01 nm. From direct statistical measurements of the ratio of the head length to width and of stereometric angles on T4 heads, we have estimated a Q number of 21. This confirms previous indirect studies on T4 and agrees with determinations on bacteriophage T2. Many of the structural features of T4 observed in FDET preparations differ significantly from those observed by classical negative staining methods for TEM imaging. Most important among the differences are the conformation of the baseplate (a closed rosebud) and the positioning of the tail fibers (retracted). The retracted position of the tail fibers in the FDET preparations has been confirmed by negatively staining phage previously fixed suspended in solution with 2% glutaraldehyde. The FDET protocols appear to reveal important structural features not seen in negative stained preparations. These have implications for bacteriophage T4 conformation in solution, viral assembly and phage conformation states prior to tail contraction and DNA ejection.